A number of members keep asking about converting 1963 or 1964 Galaxies to an alternator. A couple of years ago we did an article that included the following schematic. I am reprinting the schematic for your information...another way to do it is with the Transpo regulator that bolts to the back of a standard Ford alternator effectively making it a “one wire” type of alternator. It is available from Born Again Classics and other sources

In early 1983, my wife Pat and I bought a one owner 1964 Ford Galaxie 500 Convertible. We started the restoration process with the usual, paint, top, upholstery, door panels, etc. After most things were completed, I decided to write a letter to Hemmings and several other car magazines asking if they knew of a Ford Galaxie Club. None did. So, Pat and I did some advertising and after we received 29 or so letters indicating a desire to form a Galaxie Club we started the Ford Galaxie Club of America. The rest is history.

A Big Thank You To Bill & Pat!
Bill passed away in 2003 and his wife Pat lives in Washington State. Their son has their '66 7 Litre.